2008 ford escape exhaust diagram

Let the people with 12 years of experience in finding and buying car parts help you find the best
exhaust system for your ford escape. Ford escape 30l v6 exhaust emission exhaust system kit.
Damaged sections of exhaust result in poorer fuel economy and performance plus increased
road noise in your suvs cabin. Parts like exhaust system are shipped directly from authorized
ford dealers and backed by the manufacturers warranty. Experience the sound and power of a
performance exhaust system on your ford escape. A ford escape exhaust pipe performs the
critical function of venting out exhaust gases. We have complete systems mufflers headers and
more to make it happen. No parts for vehicles in selected markets. Escape escape hybrid where
can i find parts diagrams for escape is there any site online to see parts diagrams for a ford
escape. We will tell you about the ford escape exhaust system diagram picture gallery we carry
this web site. We here at auto parts warehouse want to make sure youre happy with your car
part purchases. Lovely ford escape exhaust system diagram. Equip cars trucks suvs with ford
escape exhaust pipe from autozone. We know you love your ford escape and want to make sure
its taken care of maybe he or she even has a name. You can look for photos you like for info
objectives. Ford escape replacement exhaust kit by ap exhaust. Parts fit for the following
vehicle options. We have the best products at the right price. Fuel injection carburetion fuel
system. Get confidence with this high standard oe quality purchase which is perfect for those
who want to perform a long lasting exhaust system repair. Is there any site online to see parts
diagrams for a ford. Wrg Ford Escape 2 3l Engine Diagram. Jack Asy Lifting. Caliper Mount
Caliper Mount Left. Bosal Exhaust Muffler. Posting Komentar. Bagikan Artikel ini. Langganan:
Posting Komentar Atom. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan
Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. Ford Escape owners have reported 43
problems related to engine exhaust system under the engine and engine cooling category. The
most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of Ford Escape based on all problems reported for the Escape. Bought a
used Escape 1. Jan 5 I went to crank it and it waa puttering. Was low on gas and on an incline
so thought that waa the problem. Got gas and was fine the next fine. But the 8th. Went it
cranked it I heard water sloshing. Looked up some stuff and had some mechanic friends look at
it and told me it was a blown head gasket coolant was low. So went to add nore and it smells
luke gas. And my exhaust smells like antifreeze. Was told that this is something with this year
model. So now I have it in the shop hoping it gets fixed soon. Apparently this needs to be
recalled. I have miles on it. See all problems of the Ford Escape. Tl- the contact owns a Ford
Escape. The contact stated that while operating the vehicle white smoke was present coming
from the exhaust pipes. The vehicle was taken to the local dealer bob moore Ford located at s. I
service rd. Oklahoma city who indicated that no coolant was present in the coolant bend and
the engine would need to be removed to diagnose the cause of the failure. The vehicle was not
repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the failure but no assistance was offered. The failure
mileage was 92, Exhaust hose under vehicle drive side leaked causing exhaust creep into cabin
with excessive strong gas smell inside and outside cabin both stationary and in motion. Car
was running rough and hesitating, took it in and they said it had to do with coolant loss, said
they fixed. Car continued to run rough took back and it smelt like something was burning, and
now when started white smoke can out of exhaust. Now they say I need a new engine. Tl the
contact owns a Ford Escape. When the engine was started, the contact noticed blue smoke
coming from both exhaust pipes. There were no warning indicators illuminated. The contact
also stated that the tank that held the antifreeze was empty, but there was no external leak. The
vehicle was not taken to a dealer or an independent mechanic for diagnostic testing. The
manufacturer was not notified of the failures. The approximate failure mileage was 82, After
starting the vehicle, the contact noticed that the engine was idling roughly, the check engine
indicator illuminated, and white smoke was coming from the exhaust. The vehicle was taken to
key Ford us-1, york, maine where it was diagnosed that the head gasket was faulty and
damaged the engine. The engine needed to be replaced. The contact indicated that the vehicle
was previously serviced per NHTSA campaign number: 17v engine and engine cooling. The
manufacturer was notified, but no assistance was offered. The failure mileage was , While
driving low speeds, the contact noticed smoke coming from the tailpipe. An independent
mechanic diagnosed and repaired the turbo charger, but the failure recurred. The vehicle was
not repaired a second time. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The dealer was not
contacted. The failure mileage was 61, Smell enters passenger cabin from what appears to be
catalytic exhaust fumes while driving on highway. While standing still or driving under 30
mph,exhaust fumes enter vehicle with fresh air indicated on switch,set to recirculate, air switch
changes by itself and allows fumes into car. While driving 45 mph, the vehicle decelerated and
white smoke appeared from the exhaust. The contact pulled the vehicle over until the smoke
subsided. When the contact turned off the vehicle, it could not be restarted. The vehicle was

taken to bill kay Ford s ciceros, midlothian, IL , where it was diagnosed that a new engine was
needed. The dealer stated that the warranty was expired; therefore, they did not assist. The
manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was 78, The VIN was
unknown. We took our car into a dealership when it was under warranty because of exhaust
fumes. We often are smelling exhaust but since the dealership dismissed our problem we have
been dealing with it all these years as 'normal'. I recently was hearing of police officers with
Ford vehicles passing out or having damage because of the fumes in their Ford SUV. I took my
daughter to the doctor a few years ago after being on a trip in the vehicle because she was
throwing up on the way there and back. The doctors gave her back x-rays and said that it was
just motion sickness. She often complains of being sick in the car. I also don't like the fumes,
but just drive it. Now I realize it may be a problem that was ignored by Ford to begin with. The
more I drive it the more dizzy spells I have during the day. The fumes are almost immediately
when we run the vehicle and when driving. This is been re-accuring since we bought the vehicle
with around 50k, now it has k miles. The contact owns a Ford Escape. While the vehicle was at
an independent mechanic for exhaust repairs, the technician noticed that the engine cradle and
the lower part of the engine frame were corroded and needed to be replaced. The contact called
suburban Ford of sterling heights at van dyke, sterling heights, mi and was informed that the
VIN was not included in a recall. The manufacturer was not contacted. The approximate failure
mileage was , While driving 10 mph, the steering wheel shook without warning. The vehicle was
towed to a local dealer blackwell Ford, Plymouth rd, Plymouth, mi where it was diagnosed that
the cross frame, lower control arm, and exhaust needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was
not notified. The failure mileage was approximately , When I run my ac or heater exhaust comes
in cant use either not sure whats going on with car but I do know that my car has been recalled
prior to me owning the vehicle in of August and do know that it has not been fixed. Currently my
car has 10 recalls and cant get my car fixed by Ford. I bought my car in February Soon after
purchasing this used I began losing engine coolant rapidly and my car would not get warm
when I had the heat on. Also, blue smoke would come from the exhaust. I have taken to my
brother-in-law for a look-over and they said this looks like a lemon car. Well, upon research, I
see a recall which matches a lot of the symptoms of my cars issues, but no recall has been
issued on my VIN. I believe that whatever is going on with my car is a direct result of the same
issue being recalled and I need this investigated as soon as possible. The contact stated that
exhaust fumes entered the cabin of the vehicle. When the heater and air conditioner were
activated, the amount of exhaust fumes increased. The contact took the vehicle to a certified
mechanic who was unable to identify the cause of the failure. The contact stated that there was
an abnormal odor emitting from the air vents of the vehicle. Exhaust fumes also entered the
cabin of the vehicle. The dealer was unable to duplicate the odor. The manufacturer was made
aware of the issue. The approximate failure mileage was 48, While commuting in heavy traffic
this morning, with times of heavy idling, an exhaust type smell starting coming into the cabin
causing me to become nauseous and dizzy until windows were opened. This vehicle was taken
to a Ford dealership last March for the same issue, but the problem was not diagnosed. I
purchased a battery operated co2 detector to test and it alarmed while driving under these
conditions. The vehicle was taken to the same Ford dealer this morning and left running. The
service technician did detect some type of odor coming through the vents. Carbon monoxide:
there is a strong smell of exhaust frequently in the vehicle. This occurs at at idle as well as
while driving. There does not appear to be any difference between windows rolled up or down,
air on or off, or recirculation on or off. I do not get any warning lights on the dash. I searched
the internet and saw that there was a similar issue with explorers but not much information on
the Escape. I called my local dealership and there were not aware of an issue either. I have an
appointment to take it in and see what can be done to fix the problem. The only mechanical
problem that the vehicle has is a warning light and reduction of power when the turbo charger
gets overheated. On my home from the grocery store driving approximately 55 to 60 mph in our
Ford Escape 4 cyl SUV. The vehicle made a loud pop and then caught on fire. Freaked out I
pulled off in a driveway. We poured soda pop from 2 litres on the fire to extinguish the flame.
The mesh pipe before the last catalytic converter was glowing red. I have read many stories of
people with the same problem on all years of Ford Escape. It is in my opinion the rear converter
stopped up causing this damage to our once lovely ride. Now I am not even sure if it will run.
The heat from things like this causes major stress on internal engine parts as the exhaust has
no where to go. Then when the engine explodes as it should fire starts. We are now out of a ride
until we can pay an extreme amount for this defective SUV. Engine started in parking lot with a
very rough idle. I thought it may be a fuel issue because the car started but dies immediately
after giving gas to the pedal. The Ford Escape was towed to our mechanic and he reported it
has a seized engine on the exhaust vale 1 cylinder. I then had the car towed to the Ford

dealership to have a new Ford engine replaced. I am concerned this is related to the gas throttle
recall as the engine was running fine and with low miles and oil changes every 3, miles it just
does not make sense. You would hope Ford could stand by their recall product, but they said no
warranty on powertrain. This is a very unfortunate and very expensive repair. I have a Ford
Escape 6 cyl. At , miles, the 2 catalytic converter blew and was replaced along with all 6 ignition
coils. A second mechanic found debris in the 3 catalytic converter, cleaned it and the exhaust
system. A recall is already out for Ford minivans for the same issue but apparently not for the
Escapes. Why not? I bought a new Ford Escape in February Since day one I have noticed an
exhaust smell in cabin when the vehicle is put into reverse and occasionally when driving at low
speeds. Similar to what other customer complained. I will bring this to the attention of my Ford
dealership when it goes in for maintenance service when it reaches 10, miles, but maybe sooner
to have it looked at. The heat shield on the undercarriage of the car is very cheaply made and is
falling apart. It is basically fiberglass insulation covered with shiny aluminum foil. It is very
flimsy and exposed to the elements. The shielding has come loose and the more I drive, the
more the wind pulls it and tears it from the car. It is now hanging down from the undercarriage
and almost touching the ground, laying over the exhaust and directly touching it. This seems to
be a very hazardous situation. It seems to be a very poor design to have something that is so
delicate and flimsy to be directly exposed just inches from the ground on the undercarriage
where any sort of road debris could easily damage it and cause it come into direct contact with
a hot exhaust pipe. I'm sure once it catches on something it would be easily ripped free of the
vehicle and leave absolutely no heat shielding between the exhaust and the floorboard. Leased
this vehicle in August, I am sensitive to odors in general and my family members only smelled it
occasionally, so I disregarded until recently the odors are becoming stronger inside the cabin
and not clearing when windows are lowered to air out. Catalytic converter problem. Problem
began last week when dpfe tubes came off and dpfe sensor melted. The next day the valve next
to the dpfe sensor blew a hole and all parts were replaced. The next day one of the dpfe tubes
came off again. This was replaced again. The next day the car did not have good gas power.
When going up a small incline the car would not go past 40 mph. Went to car repair shop and
O2 sensor was removed to see if it was the catalytic convertor. This car has 3 catalytic
convertors. This car is at another car repair shop now to see what the cause is for the catalytic
convertor s to go bad. One repair shop advised that this is a common problem with Ford
Escapes. I contacted Ford motor company and was told that there have been no recalls for this
problem. I went out to the Ford forum and there are enteries from to present with many Escape
owners that have experienced the same problems that I am experiencing. This problem can
cause major engine problems that could cause an accident. No engine light has come since the
dpfe tubes and sensor and valve was replaced. Nothing let up to the failure. Car died while
pulling out in traffic. Was told it was the coil paks gone bad. Replaced them. Then told the
calatlyic converter burn out when the coils went. Come to find out this is a issue for is aware of
on the Escape. I was almost rear ended when this happened and has a hard time getting off the
road. No indication it was going to stall. This is a safety issue on these cars. Iit also has blown
up my computer in the car. I was scared to death and very lucky that I was not hit. Ford is aware
of this problem and will do nothing about it. What will it take for some action to be taken? T fine
problem. While vacationing in myrtle beach, my Ford esape ran sluggish and was missing after
a heavy rain. Had it towed to the local dealer where they told me that the casing for the pcm had
leaked and water had gotten into the pcm and caused the malfunction. This problem also
caused the plugs and coils to need replacing. Parts were not available and had to wait two
weeks for repairs. Received a call from dealer saying that it was also necessary to replace the
exhaust manifold and the catalytic converter. Along with a rental car for 1. Called Ford customer
service when I returned home and they were not even interested in my situation. Needless to
say, I will never own another Ford, and am now driving japanese. I noticed a strong oil burning
smell. And oil leaking from the engine. The dealer informed me the oil was leaking thru the oil
pan, and that Ford had a retrofit for the problem. I asked if this was a seal problem. I was told
no, the material the oil pan was made of allowed the oil to eventually start leaking directly thru
the material. I asked if this was a recall due to the fire danger, and was told no. The repair was
completed and the oil pan was replaced. I kept the old oil pan. Drive this car reasonably, not like
a teenager, and the manifold cracked. Since this manifold has built-in catalysts, repair is
extremely expensive. Ford has not recalled, but the exhaust fumes that build up in the vehicle
are extreme we get headaches. Also, mpg has fallen to 14 mpg, and still no cel-on condition.
The contact took the vehicle to a repair shop because the emissions indicator was illuminated.
The repair shop kept the vehicle for two weeks due to the parts that needed to be ordered. When
the gasket was installed in the vehicle, the engine became very hot and the corking used to seal
the gasket melted onto the catalytic converter. The manufacturer has not been notified. The

current mileage was approximately 70, and failure mileage was approximately 68, My vehicle
was bucking and almost stalled when I pulled into the nearest service center. The check engine
light was on. The mechanic diagnosed the problem as clogged cat converters. The car has three
sets of them. This is the effect of the cause which he believed was faulty oxygen sensors as
well as bad spark plugs. At the end of sept the car was not running well and I went to another
mechanic who said the egr valve was blown and their was broken bolts where the mechanic
was replacing the exhaust system. I was furious and proceeded to return to the merrick
bellmore service center. He told me if the problem was on his end that he will take care of it and
then diagnosed that the cats where clogged again. He didn't properly diagnose the cause of the
cats getting clogged the first time. The shop is "trying" to get Ford to pay for the exhaust parts.
I am frustrated, angry and don't know where to turn. Catalytic converters all3 have gone bad,
vehicle has only 90, miles on it, vehicle began miss firing shortly after purchase a year ago.
However, dealership mechanics could not find anything wrong. At times exhaust is circulated
back into vehicle. Car Problems. Engine Exhaust System problem of the Ford Escape 1. Engine
Exhaust System problem of the Ford Escape 2. Engine Exhaust System problem of the Ford
Escape 3. Engine Exhaust System problem of the Ford Escape 4. Engine Exhaust System
problem of the Ford Escape 5. Engine Exhaust System problem of the Ford Escape 6. Engine
Exhaust System problem of the Ford Escape 7. Engine Exhaust System problem of the Ford
Escape 8. Engine Exhaust System problem of the Ford Escape 9. Engine Exhaust System
problem of the Ford Escape Engine And Engine Cooling problems. Car Stall problems. Coolant
Leaking problems. Check Engine Light On problems. Engine Stall problems. Engine Shut Off
Without Warning problems. Engine Cooling System problems. Vehicle Overheat problems.
Water Pump problems. Engine Overheat problems. Let the people with 12 years of experience in
finding and buying car parts help you find the best exhaust system for your ford escape. Ford
escape 30l v6 exhaust emission exhaust system kit. Damaged sections of exhaust result in
poorer fuel economy and performance plus increased road noise in your suvs cabin. Parts like
exhaust system are shipped directly from authorized ford dealers and backed by the
manufacturers warranty. Experience the sound and power of a performance exhaust system on
your ford escape. A ford escape exhaust pipe performs the critical function of venting out
exhaust gases. We have complete systems mufflers headers and more to make it happen. No
parts for vehicles in selected markets. Escape escape hybrid where can i find parts diagrams for
escape is there any site online to see parts diagrams for a ford escape. We will tell you about
the ford escape exhaust system diagram picture gallery we carry this web site. We here at auto
parts warehouse want to make sure youre happy with your car part purchases. Lovely ford
escape exhaust system diagram. Equip cars trucks suvs with ford escape exhaust pipe from
autozone. We know you love your ford escape and want to make sure its taken care of maybe he
or she even has a name. You can look for photos you like for info objectives. Ford escape
replacement exhaust kit by ap exhaust. Parts fit for the following vehicle options. We have the
best products at the right price. Fuel injection carburetion fuel system. Get confidence with this
high standard oe quality purchase which is perfect for those who want to perform a long lasting
exhaust system repair. Is there any site online to see parts diagrams for a ford. Wrg Ford
Escape 2 3l Engine Diagram. Jack Asy Lifting. Caliper Mount Caliper Mount Left. Bosal Exhaust
Muffler. Posting Komentar. Bagikan Artikel ini. Langganan: Posting Komentar Atom. Iklan Atas
Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact
Privacy Policy Disclaimer. For , the Ford Escape gets restyled inside and out, and also has a
number of mechanical improvements. Design-wise, new blacked-out middle side pillars,
integrated running boards, and available inch wheels accent a higher beltline, while the hood
has been raised and matched with a front fascia and grille that now bears more of a family
resemblance to Ford's larger trucks and SUVs. In back, along with new taillamps there are also
new step pads. The interior is also reconfigured, with a more upscale feel, redesigned radio and
climate controls, and what Ford claims is an industry first: seating surfaces made of percent
recycled materials. Also, the emergency brake has been relocated as a floor pedal, and door
panels have been resculpted for more space. There are also revised storage bins throughout,
and instrument backlighting is in Ice Blue. Mechanically, the Escape gets larger stabilizer bars
for crisper handling, a new braking system, and a new electric power assist steering system,
along with various improvements to reduce noise and vibration. Safety content has also been
increased. AdvanceTrac with roll stability control and anti-lock brakes are now standard across
the line, as are full-length Safety Canopy side-curtain air bags and seat-mounted side air bags
for front occupants. Close this Model value: The Ford Escape is one of the more affordable and
economical small SUVs, and its carlike ride and handling along with good maneuverability make
it a good choice for urban dwellers. At the same time, the Hybrid model is one of the
lowest-priced hybrids and offers an especially practical way to "go green. Read more The Ford

Escape is one of the more affordable and economical small SUVs, and its carlike ride and
handling along with good maneuverability make it a good choice for urban dwellers. Ford also
boasts that the Escape Hybrid is the most fuel-efficient sport utility vehicle in the world, with a
city fuel-economy rating of 34 mpg. Close this Model overview: The Ford Escape comes with
three different powertrains for a horsepower, 2. Read more The Ford Escape comes with three
different powertrains for a horsepower, 2. All models, including the Hybrid, offer a choice of
front-wheel drive or all-wheel drive. The AWD system can seamlessly deliver more torque to the
back wheels as needed before the front wheels slip, and it also serves to enhance stability when
cornering. The system can vary torque front-to-back and side-to-side. A four-speed automatic
transmission comes with all Escape four-cylinder and V6 models, except the base XLS
four-cylinder, which is also available with a five-speed manual. The Hybrid gets a CVT automatic
system. The Hybrid has a "full hybrid" system, meaning that it can operate for short distances
and low speeds on electric power alone; the gasoline engine automatically shuts off during
those times and when possible at stoplights to help maximize fuel efficiency. EPA ratings for
the Hybrid are up this year, to 34 city, 33 highway. The standard Escape is quite fuel-efficient as
well; with the four-cylinder and manual transmission, it achieves ratings of 22 city, 28 highway.
All Escape models now have the speed-sensitive electric power assist steering system, which
eliminates noise and increases efficiency. The AdvanceTrac system with roll stability control is
now standard; front side air bags plus full-length Safety Canopy side-curtain bags are also
included in all models. The Escape now has a plastic-and-polyester seat fabric made of percent
post-industrial waste--substances manufactured for retail use that didn't make it to the
consumer. Ford says that the use of this material could save an estimated , gallons of water, 1.
Limited and Hybrid models come equipped with the most luxury and convenience features.
Highlights on the Limited include leather upholstery, a keypad entry system, an upgraded
sound system, chrome trim and bezels inside, fog lamps, and bright machined aluminum
wheels. The Hybrid includes dual-zone automatic climate control, the eco-friendly fabric, fog
lamps, and unique alloy wheels. Major options on the Escape include larger inch chrome-clad
wheels, a watt Audiophile sound system, Sirius satellite radio, a DVD-based navigation system,
leather-trimmed power seats, a power moonroof, a roof rack, and a reverse sensing system.
Close this There's a problem loading this menu right now. Would you like to sell products for
this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. About This Vehicle Model strengths: New styling; ride and
handling; fuel efficiency four-cylinder and Hybrid ; eco-friendly seating material. Read more.
Close this. The Ford Escape is one of the more affordable and economical small SUVs, and its
carlike ride and handling along with good maneuverability make it a good choice for urban
dwellers. The Ford Escape comes with three different powertrains for a horsepower, 2. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Skip to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors
Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. JavaScript seems to be disabled in
your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of
this website. At TDot Performance we offer the largest selection of exhaust systems products in
Canada. TDot Performance is proudly Canadian. Conceived in this great nation, our company
strives to meet the needs of all consumers for automotive parts, such as tires , bike racks ,
performance parts , and more, in Canada. Our customers pay no customs, duties, or brokerage
fees, ensuring that they get the lowest prices anywhere domestically or
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2011 volkswagen jetta fuse panel diagram
internationally, some exclusions apply. We have found a cart that you lost, please login.
Largest source of car performance parts in Canada. My Cart. You have no items in your
shopping cart. Shop by Category. Brands Performance Parts View All. Miscellaneous Light
Components. Log In. Home Performance Parts Exhaust Systems. Select Year Save My Garage.
Vehicle Shop By Vehicle Select Year Catalytic Converters. Exhaust Systems. Page 1 of 2 1 2
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